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Addressing Land 
Conflict in Afghanistan
Summary
• Land disputes are a primary driver of conflict in Afghanistan. Population pressures, rapid 

urbanization, displacement and resettlement, and rising land value have increased competi-
tion for land since 2002.

• When disputes over land arise, they fester and multiply because both the formal and informal 
mechanisms for land conflict resolution and enforcement are weak.

• Community-based dispute resolution historically mediated land disputes, but the two 
decades of conflict and instability following the 1979 coup weakened community social 
structures. Socioeconomic changes and the ongoing insurgency and displacement since 
2002 have further destabilized traditional mechanisms.

• State mechanisms are even less able to sustainably settle disputes given their limited pres-
ence, poor enforcement capability, bad reputation (due to corruption and land grabbing), 
and the widespread lack of authentic title deeds.

• In the 1960s and 1970s, the Afghan state tried to formalize land ownership, but the 
effort was limited and primarily urban. Most of the documentation created has since been 
destroyed, lost, or deliberately falsified. No more than 20 percent of land in Afghanistan 
is accurately titled.

• USIP conducted a pilot project from fall 2013 to spring 2014 seeking to increase formal 
registration of land that had gone through community dispute resolution. The legal frame-
work was a substantial hurdle. The limited means for recognizing communal and pasture 
lands and customary ownership under Afghan law are at odds with the reality of most land 
ownership in Afghanistan.

• The current Land Management Law creates a fundamental catch-22: To establish ownership 
a person must already have formal documents proving ownership. Given the pervasive lack 
of formal documentation, this creates inherent disincentives for citizens to register lands and 
gives rise to an inherent conflict between the state and most landowners in Afghanistan.
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Land Conflict in Afghanistan
Land disputes have long driven violent conflict in Afghanistan. Widespread poverty and a 
scarcity of productive land generates intense competition among communities, ethnicities, 
and tribes for land and resources. Disputes over access to land and water are a major source 
of intercommunal and intracommunal conflict and can have violent ramifications.1 These 
dynamics are exacerbated by historically unequal land distribution and periodic forced 
redistribution and resettlement of groups from particular ethnicities for political control.2

Precise national statistics of the prevalence of land conflicts since the fall of the Taliban 
are unavailable. In an Oxfam International security survey of five hundred respondents in 
2008, however, half of those interviewed said that land was a major cause of insecurity.3 
Studies of dispute resolution mechanisms in particular provinces have tended to find that 
between 50 and 70 percent of disputes involve land and property.4 One of the most promi-
nent land scholars, Liz Alden Wily, notes that sources of land conflict in Afghanistan, ranging 
from “interpersonal conflicts to more serious inter-communal conflicts over large land areas 
…[are]…more common in 2012 than in 2002.” 5 A multiyear national survey by the Asia 
Foundation indicates rising demand for land dispute resolution; survey participants who 
sought outside help or dispute resolution for a land issue jumped from 28 percent in 2007 
to 52.5 percent in 2014.6 In the pilot studies that are the focus of this report, residents in 
Kunduz and Khost provinces said that land conflicts have risen significantly in recent years 
or that they have been more difficult to resolve than in the past.

Multiple factors drive pervasive land conflict. Demographic and geographic shifts have 
in turn changed customary settlement and ownership patterns since 2002, intensifying 
land competition. By early 2012, nearly 5.7 million Afghans who had fled during previous 
conflicts came back to Afghanistan, increasing the population by nearly 25 percent.7 Once 
home, they found that their former homes or property had long since been occupied by 
others—sometimes for decades.8 They also often returned with new demands, those who 
had previously worked as tenants now wanting their own land.

The overall population has increased significantly independently of the returnees. In 
rural areas, this growth led to the division of already heavily subdivided family land into 
smaller tracts, sparking numerous inheritance disputes.9 Urban areas such as Kabul have as 
much as doubled since 2002, resulting in village-sized tracts of informal settlements and 
increased competition and conflicts over urban property and resources.10

Another critical factor driving land conflict since 2002 is higher property values, which 
have given rise to land grabbing and predatory behavior among state actors and armed 
groups. Since the Bonn Agreement, Wily notes, the value of land has increased by more 
than 1,000 percent in key urban areas, due in part to rising investment by wealthy Afghans 
returning from abroad and in part to the influx of international military and development 
aid.11 Outside urban areas, the explosion in poppy cultivation has increased rural land value. 
Poppy cultivation has also taken over land previously available for agriculture and sapped 
irrigation sources, increasing rural land conflict.12

The higher property values, together with a weak land administration system, general 
insecurity, and corruption, have created an enabling environment for widespread land grab-
bing by powerful government officials and their affiliates.13 The Afghanistan Land Authority 
estimates that more than 1.2 million jeribs (240,000 hectares) have been usurped.14 Land 
usurpation has given rise to a multitude of forged land documents within the court deed 
registry, as well as through the government land distribution schemes, which compro-
mises the legitimacy of the state land management system and is an additional hurdle to  
land reform.
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Land Management and Dispute Resolution
Another significant reason behind the prevalence of land disputes is the lack of available 
mechanisms for regulating or preventing land conflict, through either the Afghan state or 
community-based mechanisms.

Most land ownership and use in Afghanistan has been based on informal or customary 
arrangements that evolved over time. Historically, the Afghan state had only a minimal role 
in land management. Legal title was also of little value to most Afghans because the state 
was too weak to enforce property rights beyond urban centers. Sporadic efforts in the 1920s 
under King Amanullah and again in the 1930s under Zahir Shah to privatize and increase 
documentation of land for tax retrieval purposes had little effect. In 1964, the Department 
of Land Affairs (AMLAK) was established to manage land and register properties for tax 
collection. In the 1960s and 1970s, AMLAK made the first real attempts at collecting and 
tracking Afghan landholdings, collecting them in what they called the Basic or Principle 
books. Registration with AMLAK ultimately was made compulsory in 1978. In addition, in 
the 1960s and 1970s, the Afghan government led an initiative—supported and promoted by 
the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and other international donors—to 
expand land titling and registration and to develop a record of all registered and certified 
property claims in Afghanistan, known as a cadastral map. These maps never included any 
coordinates, however, making it difficult to locate land parcels, and the project was primar-
ily carried out in the urban areas of a few provinces, by some estimates no more than 30 
percent of Afghanistan’s territory.15

However limited the initial reach and effect of these initiatives, they were further 
undermined in the two decades of occupation, civil war, and conflict that began with the 
Soviet invasion in 1979. For much of that period, the Afghan state lost the capacity to 
even safeguard the formal documents that existed, much less to enforce the law. A vast 
proportion of the maps and surveys, basic or principle books, and title deeds—held either 
with the property owners or with local courts—were damaged, destroyed, or lost. Munici-
pal records and maps were often deliberately destroyed or altered to enable land grabbing 
and misappropriation.16 What records did survive were infrequently updated.17 Meanwhile, 
demographic and social changes, ongoing land transfers, and creation of new tracts of land 
vastly altered land ownership and use but went unrecorded by a largely inoperative Afghan 
state. As a result, one land expert interviewed in 2013 estimated that only 20 percent of 
the land is accurately titled, even though significant effort had already been spent trying to 
clarify titles since 2002.18 In areas where formal records once existed they are now unreli-
able, many forged to enable illicit land grabs, and accordingly the conflicting story they tell 
can be as much a source of conflict as an avenue for resolving disputes. The lack of true 
cadastral maps does not help.

Given the limited role and capacity of the state on land issues, communities have long 
looked to informal community dispute resolution, such as mediation through local elders or 
groups of elders, known as shuras, to resolve land disputes.19 Research and pilot projects 
from 2009 to 2011 found that citizens overwhelmingly prefer community dispute resolution 
over the formal justice system due to mistrust of the government system, fear of corruption 
or taxes, or a lack of documentation.20

However, although most citizens still prefer community dispute resolution, it is no longer 
as effective as it once was. The two decades of conflict, civil strife, and repression from 
Soviet occupation to civil war to the Taliban period displaced roughly half the population 
and left at least one million dead, among other consequences.21 Such massive demographic 
changes repeatedly disrupted customary patterns of ownership and weakened the under-
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lying power structures that provided authority to community dispute resolution. Local 
structures have been further strained in the post-Taliban period by political instability and a 
thriving insurgency, which has—to expand its control—directly targeted tribal leadership. 
Increasing encroachment by state actors, either land grabbing or asserting legal ownership 
over what was previously communally or customarily held land, has further eroded elders’ 
authority. The erosion of these traditional structures limits elders’ ability to force a resolu-
tion of land disputes or to ensure that any compromise brokered is respected over time.

In some communities, the diminished influence of local elders might not be entirely 
negative, given that in many communities elders were also powerful and sometimes exploit-
ative landowners. This trend, however, explains much of the increasing instability in local 
property rights in recent years. Customary mechanisms for land dispute resolution are simply 
no longer the guarantor of property rights that they once were.22

The breakdown of these mechanisms has led to increased interest in a greater state role. 
In Kunduz, for example, all sixty-nine respondents cited inadequate state-approved docu-
mentation and land registration processes as a significant cause of conflict and argued for 
a more assertive government role.

Even in communities that do not necessarily embrace a stronger state role, the breakdown 
in community enforcement has led to greater interest in official forms of documentation. In 
Khost, the community was warier of state interference. Nonetheless, tribal leaders “expressed 
a keen desire for written documentation to increase and, under certain conditions, for govern-
ment land titling and dispute resolution institutions to expand their mandate.” 23 Customary 
documentation—some written record of the outcome of a tribally mediated land dispute—
has long been prevalent in Khost. Elders argued that when a record existed, disputes were 
easier to resolve and the risk of violence was lower. Formal documentation—evidence of hav-
ing paid taxes, the formal stamp of a government official on a community dispute resolution 
decision, or even a formal title—tended to be even more decisive.  At this time of greater 
instability in customary enforcement, some level of formal documentation or evidence is thus 
even more desirable from the community perspective.24

Piloting a New Approach
Based on these findings, USIP pursued a pilot project testing whether greater cooperation 
between community dispute resolution actors and state land management actors was pos-
sible to promote increased formal land registration or title, and—if so—whether increased 
formal documentation might contribute to reduced land conflict.

Since 2002, many Western donors have supported initiatives to formalize land rights and 
strengthen state land management. This pilot was intended to complement such initiatives. 
Many efforts to expand land title have been in urban areas, notably those to register and 
formalize informal settlements.25 For this reason, this pilot sought to focus more on peri-
urban or rural areas. Pasture and range land issues have also been documented, and possible 
solutions piloted.26 Thus, although these issues—which are arguably the most significant 
land issues in rural areas—ultimately came up in the pilot, the initial focus was on individual 
landholdings rather than communal land.

Of particular interest in the lessons learned from past projects is the importance of 
including or incorporating Afghan state land management actors into the process. A 2007 
joint project by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the United Kingdom’s Department 
for International Development (DFID) sought to establish a community-based register for 
private rural land based on a locally facilitated village-level land-use agreement identifying 
land by satellite mapping coordinates. One key ADB-DFID recommendation was the need 
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for state recognition of locally facilitated agreements and government involvement in the 
process to lessen tension between the state and citizens. It was viewed as important that 
citizens are provided with “much demanded official documents clarifying land use and 
ownership rights.” 27 The USIP initiative sought to use a similar community-based approach, 
in this case working through or with community dispute resolution actors, but to build on 
the ADB-DFID lessons learned by directly involving state actors and encouraging some form 
of official documentation or recognition of the outcomes as an end result.

Since the 2009 and 2010 reforms designed to centralize land management, Afghanistan’s 
land management has been led by the Afghanistan Land Authority (nicknamed Arazi, a word 
meaning land in Dari and Turkish). Arazi is an independent government agency that reports 
to the council of ministers and has separate national, provincial, and district offices. In 
2013, Arazi also assumed responsibility over cadastral surveys.28 Recognizing the prevalence 
of land disputes, and that these contests were preventing wider registration and govern-
ment assessment of land, Arazi established a land dispute resolution unit, but it was not 
well resourced and had limited capacity. Arazi sought ways to connect the unit with com-
munities and to flesh out its mandate and role.

USIP and Arazi envisioned a joint pilot to test a new set of administrative procedures 
and processes that would allow Arazi to register land through its dispute resolution office in 
coordination with local community dispute resolution bodies.29 In addition to testing Arazi’s 
ability to expand community outreach, the pilot would help identify continuing roadblocks 
to converting the millions of jeribs of untitled, customarily owned land to full title. Another 
potential outcome was to gather evidence on whether creation of a temporary title—a way 
to convert customary ownership to formal title that has proved effective in other countries 
where communal or customary ownership predominates—might be useful in Afghanistan.30

The provinces of Kunduz and Khost were selected because the differences in land conflict 
and registration dynamics between the two would offer an idea of how the model would 
apply under differing circumstances.31 The Peace Training and Research Organization (PTRO) 
and The Liaison Office (TLO) were chosen to facilitate the USIP-Arazi pilots in Kunduz 
and Khost, respectively. Both local organizations had experience with dispute resolution 
research and programming in these provinces.32 The nongovernmental organizations would 
work with community elders to identify land disputes that were resolved through community 
dispute resolution, in which the landowner would be interested in having the land registered 
or proceeding to full title. They would then work with the local Arazi office to clear and 
register the tracts of land through the Arazi dispute resolution unit.

Implementation Challenges
PTRO and TLO conducted the preliminary assessments in the summer and early fall of 2013, 
examining the conditions of land conflict and land registration in both provinces and iden-
tifying potential land dispute test cases for registration. Simultaneously, USIP worked with 
Arazi’s national office to develop Arazi’s internal procedures and modalities for registration, 
and then to train local Arazi staff in Kunduz and Khost on these procedures.33 This took far 
more time than anticipated because it involved not only developing new procedures and 
templates but also navigating the often-complex interdepartmental politics surrounding 
land regulation in Afghanistan.

An additional challenge was resistance from district and provincial Arazi staff who were 
unaccustomed to the new procedures and feared that engaging with community dispute 
resolution might be illegal. In their uncertainty, local Arazi staff frequently sent mixed 
messages to local community elders and landowners participating in the project, which in 
itself delayed and frustrated outcomes.
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Although many landowners in Kunduz and Khost were interested in the pilot, their 
enthusiasm for obtaining formal land documentation was allayed by equally serious misgiv-
ings and mistrust of engaging with state actors, or simply the desire to avoid tax liability. 
Misgivings about government intervention were stronger in Khost. Tribal elders feared that 
any government interference, whether surveys or registration, would result in government 
appropriation of what they perceived as tribal land—a justified fear given the lack of recog-
nition of communal land under Afghan land law.34 Even in Kunduz, where initial willingness 
among landowners to engage in the process was greater and mixed messages from the local 
Arazi office were fewer, trust building was critical. PTRO’s presence in registration meetings 
between landowners and Arazi officials was essential because landowners were not confi-
dent about approaching Arazi independently.

As a result, only a short period was available for registration, a few weeks between April 
2014 and July 2014. This proved a difficult time because it overlapped with the April 2014 
presidential election cycle, the beginning of the summer fighting season, and Ramadan. Ulti-
mately, twenty cases were registered in Kunduz and seven in Khost.

Given more time, the number of registered cases would likely have been higher in both 
provinces, particularly in Khost. Registration of more complex or difficult disputes was not 
possible given the limited registration period, nor was there time to resolve the dispute within 
the course of the pilot and then register it, as TLO had initially proposed.35 During the pilot, 
TLO identified an additional thirty cases of landowners willing to register but unable to do so 
because they were unresolved when the pilot closed.

Case Selection
Time limitations and legal restrictions may also have de facto eliminated certain types of cases 
from being registered in the pilot. In Kunduz, most of the cases registered involved lower-level 
individual disputes, such as those between neighbors, between brothers about an inheritance, 
or a returning refugee claiming land from new settlers. None involved land grabbing or militia 
engagement. In Khost, all of the disputes were, according to TLO, “low intensity, with no 
violent altercation or significant obstacles to resolution,” involving inheritance, the customary 
right to make the first offer to purchase (shafa), passage user rights, and land transfer issues.

The focus on low-intensity individual disputes was in part a function of the limited time 
available—sorting through the more complex evidentiary questions inherent in intertribal or 
tribal-state disputes was not possible in the limited registration period available. However, 
the focus was also the result of the legal framework governing land law, which limited what 
types of cases Arazi could meaningfully engage. 

Afghan Law on Establishing Land Ownership
Afghan land law does not recognize many forms of communal ownership or use that are cus-
tomary in Afghanistan. For example, tribes in Khost consider themselves to be the communal 
owners of large areas of forest, mountain, and desert land, which they have been using for 
long periods. This conception of ownership is not supported under Afghan law, however.36 
Thus, trying to refer intertribal disputes over communal lands to Arazi or any state actor 
offers no value. State actors would have no choice in most cases but to declare the land 
in question to be state owned. This would likely exacerbate the immediate conflict and set 
back efforts to broker trust and encourage greater formalization, registration, and taxation 
of land in that area in the long term.

Another significant limitation stemmed from the limited recognition of customary 
ownership under Afghan law. The availability of formal documentation proving ownership is 
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important even simply to clear land for registration, as this pilot attempted to do, because 
a 2003 presidential decree stipulates that any land for which there is not definitive proof 
of other ownership belongs to the state.37 Thus, without documentation, the landowners 
introduced to the Arazi pilot registration process might have their land declared state land.

Despite that formal registration and titling has never been widespread, for the most part 
Afghan law only recognizes land ownership based on formal documents. The gold standard 
for establishing land ownership is a court-certified deed, ideally supported by copies in court 
registries.38 If court records have been destroyed or are otherwise missing, court certifica-
tion of the original deed must be obtained.39 Additional supporting evidence would be 
registration in the Basic books, though this is not essential.

In countries where formal land titling has not been prevalent, land and property law 
frequently permits some way for de facto or customary landowners to gain legal recognition. 
In Afghanistan, the mechanism is so limited that it excludes most customary ownership.40 

Under Afghan law, various customary documents can be legally recognized as long as they 
are written and signed or otherwise marked with fingerprints or stamps by parties to the 
document.41 For customary documents related to land, an additional criterion is required—
an original formal land document.

The relevant legal provision is Article 5(5) of the Land Management Law (LML).42 Under 
this provision, land ownership transferred via customary documents rather than formal 
deed is recognized given three criteria: an original valid deed from the seller, the purchaser 
has a customary deed prepared before 1975, and a declaration form registered with AMLAK 
by 1978. In provinces where declaration forms were not distributed or were destroyed, a 
landowner may confirm the claim by oral testimony of neighbors.43 Interviews suggest that 
judges in practice have been more lax on enforcing the narrow date requirements to the 
letter.44 This is a positive step given that it would prima facie exclude most land transfers 
for the last three decades, but the requirement for an original valid deed cannot be avoided. 
Given that only an estimated 30 percent of the country has been mapped, and a smaller 
portion titled, this effectively invalidates nearly all customary land transfers or acquisitions 
in which, despite being a bona fide owner of the land, the seller did not have or never had 
an original formal land document. 

Proposed amendments to the LML at the time of writing will remove the date require-
ments under Article 5(5) but not the requirement that customary land documents be based 
on an original formal land document.45 Without removing this criterion, bona fide landown-
ers who have possessed or acquired land through customary practice—that is, without any 
original formal land document—have no legal avenue to establish legal ownership. Afghan 
law creates a fundamental catch-22: To establish formal legal ownership based on custom-
ary documents, one must already have formal legal ownership as established in an original 
formal land document.

The other way for those without legally valid land documents to establish ownership is 
through adverse possession, a legal term of art that essentially grants ownership following 
physical possession for a (usually statutorily set) number of years. However, adverse posses-
sion rights have also been limited by changes to the LML since 2002. The Taliban era land 
law from 2000 permitted visible occupation of lands and testimony of neighbors to establish 
ownership when evidence of ownership had been either destroyed or never registered.46 
However, the 2008 amendments to the LML require occupation for more than thirty-five 
years (that is, since 1973, the year the amendment was enacted) to establish adverse 
possession, which must be demonstrated through evidence of construction, testimony of 
neighbors, and other conditions for that time.47
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An additional limitation is the 2003 presidential decree that presumes state land owner-
ship in the absence of definitive proof to the contrary.48 This sets a high bar against adverse 
possession claims succeeding. If a landowner without formal title or valid customary docu-
mentation tried to assert a claim over land based only on the oral testimony of neighbors, it 
is not clear that they would prevail against presumption of state ownership.

Proposed amendments to the LML 2008 would reduce the occupation time requirement 
for adverse possession to more than fifteen years before 1979.49 Although better than 
thirty-five years, it would still fail to realistically take into account the years of conflict and 
scale of displacement interrupting normal occupation and tenure patterns in Afghanistan. 
In many postconflict contexts, the statutory period to establish adverse possession tends 
to be shorter (such as five years in Cambodia) to better account for population movements 
during extended periods of conflict.

This pilot project was not primarily about establishing full legal title, but the limited 
avenues for recognizing customary ownership were nonetheless a significant bar to expand-
ing any type of engagement between state land management authorities and communities. 
These legal issues would have to be addressed for any initiative aimed at expanding formal 
land rights or relations to succeed.

Different Dynamics, Different Outcomes
The model worked notably better in Kunduz than Khost. Not only were more than double the 
cases registered in Kunduz (twenty) than in Khost (seven), but at each step along the way, 
the project was also easier to implement in Kunduz. Registration faced less resistance, both 
among communities and with the local Arazi office in Kunduz. This was due to both the nature 
of disputes in Kunduz and the history of land registration. Understanding the land conflict 
contexts in the two provinces is important to unpacking these dynamics.

Types of Land Conflict
Land and water are predominant sources of conflict in both provinces, but the nature of conflict 
differs.50 In Kunduz, land disputes tend to be between individuals, often related to inheritance 
disputes, conflicts sparked by the return of internally displaced persons and refugees, and the 
illegal occupation and sale of land by local commanders.51 In contrast, in Khost, persistent 
land conflict tends to be between tribes or between the tribe and the state; individual dis-
putes tend to be resolved within the still somewhat resilient tribal structures.52 The majority 
of persistent and serious disputes are about forested land or previously unsettled land now 
ripe for development.53 TLO notes that land conflicts are also frequently caused by one tribe  
or party attempting to “extend the boundaries of the territory it is currently occupying, with 
communities competing over what they perceive as their legitimate rights over neighboring 
unexploited—and mainly government-titled—land.” 54 Such clashes between the tribe and the 
state are infrequent in more remote areas, where the state has little effective writ, but have 
become a growing source of conflict in urban areas and peri-urban areas around Khost city.55

The pilot was better suited for dealing with individual disputes. Individual cases were easier 
to resolve within its relatively simple structure and limited time frame. In addition, as noted, 
Afghan law would have in many instances prohibited state engagement in addressing many of 
the communal land conflicts in Khost short of declaring the land in question to be state land. 
As a result, nearly all of the cases ultimately registered in both provinces dealt with disputes 
between individuals. Even in Khost, where intertribal disputes dominate, the cases registered—
with only one exception—involved small, individually owned plots of land. Because individual 
disputes were the bigger issue in Kunduz, the pilot model was more applicable there. 
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A second reason the model was more easily applied in Kunduz was that the nature of dis-
putes was such that state intervention was perceived as beneficial. Militia activities and control 
have risen dramatically in Kunduz since 2009, and with them so has land grabbing by armed 
groups and commanders.56 Landowners argued that some form of state-recognized legal land 
registration or title would help protect their rights from land grabs and violence from militia 
groups or power brokers, who more frequently target those with no formal documentation.57 
Corruption among and land grabbing by state-affiliated actors is also a major issue in Kunduz. 
Although legal title is not necessarily foolproof protection against such threats, it is the most 
compelling proof in the event of land usurpation or corruption. By contrast, in Khost, because 
individual disputes were largely resolved relatively well within the tribal system, demand for 
a government-backed system was scant. Problematic disputes, for which third-party interven-
tion and recognition might have been appropriate and desired, were predominantly intertribal, 
which were off limits for state intervention. In sum, in Kunduz, community demand matched 
relatively well with what Arazi could offer, whereas in Khost the disputes demanding interven-
tion were exactly those in which Arazi could not helpfully intervene. 

Documentation and Registration Patterns
Another reason the pilot may have had more traction in Kunduz than in Khost was the 
greater availability of documentation and registration records.

As noted, the Afghan state made some efforts to collect and record evidence of land and 
property ownership in the 1960s and 1970s, even attempting a cadastral map. These efforts 
had more impact in some areas than in others. Kunduz is one of the provinces where the 
impact was greater, an estimated 20 percent of its land being surveyed—among the highest in 
Afghanistan.58 Voluntary registration of land in the AMLAK Basic books was also more prevalent 
in Kunduz. As a result, landowners in Kunduz often have some form of formal documentation, 
whether tax or land receipts from AMLAK, inheritance letters, financial receipts of land pur-
chases, cadastral registry cards, customary documents registered with the AMLAK Department 
between 1971 and 1978, and even court-issued deeds.59 This helps explain the easier registra-
tion process in Kunduz: Of the twenty test cases identified, only one had no documentation.

By contrast, the state has made virtually no land management effort in Khost. Only an 
estimated 10 percent of land is documented, and that is typically in tax records or firmans 
(land grants by decree) dating from before 1978, which are of little legal value in the cur-
rent system.60 Although past documentation does not always facilitate registration, having 
something increases the odds of success. That none of the original forty cases identified in 
Khost featured any meaningful documentation meant that nearly all of them faced a steep 
evidentiary challenge to establish even basic registration. This seriously limited how far the 
pilot could be pursued.

Trust and Awareness of Afghan Land Authorities
The history of engagement in land management in a province was important in terms of not 
only the availability of formal documentation but also the community’s basic awareness and 
trust in state processes. In Kunduz, half of the respondents were aware of the cadastral map-
ping process. Many said that if they had a land dispute they would already take it to state 
actors for recognition, some even specifically mentioning AMLAK.61 Working with Arazi was 
thus neither unfamiliar nor particularly intimidating.

In Khost, however, the idea of state engagement with land management was so foreign 
that TLO had to work much more on outreach and trust building between the community and 
local Arazi officials to reach even a starting level of engagement. The preliminary TLO study 
described examples of land titling in Khost under the Karzai government as “virtually nonex-
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istent, or at least unknown.” 62 Almost none of those interviewed were aware of any AMLAK or 
Arazi role in land management in Khost.

Although not unsurpassable, this factor means that in provinces such as Khost with no 
past engagement with state land management, it would take far more time and effort to 
ground projects like the USIP-Arazi pilot.

Pilot Outcomes and Future Directions
Although the pilot demonstrated interest in land registration among communities, and some 
traction in increasing it, its real value is the insight it offers on the challenges and limitations 
to expanding registration. The model worked notably better in Kunduz than in Khost for two 
reasons, the nature of land disputes and the baseline level of documentation. However, many 
more provinces in Afghanistan mirror the situation in Khost in having no prior documenta-
tion and significant communal land conflicts. The solution is not that registration should 
not be attempted in provinces like Khost, because that would foreclose registration in most 
of Afghanistan. The solution is instead to reform the legal framework to be more flexible in 
recognizing community and customary land ownership and use.

More fundamentally, the experience of the pilot raises questions about whether any model 
can encourage registration unless some of the obstacles to recognition of communal and 
customary land rights under existing law are first addressed. The USIP-Arazi pilot tested one 
small component of the larger challenge of formalizing land rights and improving sustainable 
dispute resolution. Formalization of uncontested parcels or of informal settlements is a much 
larger issue. Initiatives designed to address these issues would likely face problems similar to 
those the pilot faced.

Future Legal and Policy Reform
Eventually offering some means for obtaining formal title to all landowners and areas is attrac-
tive from a state as well as a community perspective. Greater formalization of property rights 
might reduce the risk of repeated land disputes, limit land grabbing, protect property owners’ 
individual rights, provide a tax basis, and offer other potential benefits. Because community 
guarantees of property rights and usage are less and less certain, landowners in Afghanistan 
are increasingly willing to accept some level of state engagement if it helps protect their rights.

The basic issue is that the law is so narrowly written that, in most cases, the state is a threat 
rather than a protector of rights. Because customary ownership and long-standing communal 
ownership or usage rights are not recognized in Afghan land management law, fundamental 
conflicts between the state and the majority of landowners and tribes are inevitable. These 
two issues doom any initiative to increase registration and title to failure. Reforming the land 
law to enable legal recognition of communal land rights would significantly expand the state’s 
ability to productively engage with some of the most common sources of land disputes.

In the short term, two critical legal provisions need to be amended. First, to expand legal 
recognition for bona fide landowners in possession of customary documents, the require-
ment under Article 5(5) of the LML that a customary document be based on an original 
formal land document needs to be removed or revised. The proposed amendment maintains 
this criteria—requiring proof which tends to have never existed or has been destroyed in 
the subsequent decades of conflict. The LML needs to consider ways for bona fide customary 
documents to be legally recognized in the first instance.

Second, to enable bona fide landowners without documentary proof of ownership legal 
protection, the adverse possession requirements under Article 8 of the 2008 LML need to 
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be revised. The current requirement of thirty-five years of continuous possession or the 
proposed amended language requiring occupation of more than fifteen years before 1979 is 
too long a period of occupation to establish title, given that many Afghans became refugees 
or internally displaced during the country’s three decades of civil strife.

In addition to these legal reforms, a full-scale cadastral survey and a comprehensive 
national land titling and registration program are both essential. Nationwide land titling and 
registration would be challenging because of both the dissonance between the legal struc-
ture and land tenure in practice and of the current limited state capacity. An immediate, 
short-term priority to enable these long-term goals would be to build the internal capac-
ity of all state actors engaged in land management. One of the most time-consuming but 
important aspects of this pilot was developing the internal capacity of Arazi. Such efforts 
must continue and be addressed not only nationally but also at district and provincial levels.

Finally, an important guiding principle for both short-term and long-term goals should 
be greater receptivity toward community interests and land management solutions that 
respond to the reality of land tenure. The avenue this pilot pursued was to allow commu-
nity-based dispute resolution processes to feed into land registration and identification 
processes. Such a methodology was useful.63 However, the validity of such processes is still 
controversial under Afghan law. Working with community elders or shuras on a systematic 
level would require greater legal and policy development and reform. Land management 
authorities must identify a way to involve community preferences in any formalization 
process. Without that, the problems that arise from the current, unregulated system are 
likely to continue.

Recommendations
• National cadastral mapping and land surveys are needed to clarify land ownership and 

user interests. However, given the weaknesses in the current land law, future mapping 
and surveying efforts must do more to engage communities in the process to ensure a 
fair, accurate, and legitimate titling and registration of land.

• Arazi should be empowered to conduct land registration on a more widespread basis, 
but only after due discussion with other Afghan ministries and bodies involved in land 
management, notably the judiciary. A range of community-based land registration 
processes is being applied globally. These models should be explored for possible 
application in Afghanistan. Future land registration needs to incorporate learning from 
land registration efforts that have already been tested, such as those implemented by 
international donors, such as USAID, ADB, and DFID.

• Given the importance of community input, effort should be made to clarify the legality 
of Afghan state actors engaging with community-based forums. The Arazi land dispute 
office should continue its efforts to develop cooperation with community-based actors.

• To expand local outreach and registration, the internal capacity of local Arazi offices 
needs to be increased. This will help ensure a clear understanding of Arazi’s institutional 
mandate, the process of land registration, and the ability to carry out the necessary 
technical and administrative tasks to record land title.

• The registration process developed in the USIP pilot should be further tested and 
expanded in provinces with land dynamics and past documentation patterns similar 
to those of Kunduz, where it might immediately help prevent recurring individual land 
conflicts and encourage wider formalization of land rights.
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• A separate registration model should be developed to apply to large-scale, intertribal 
disputes over communal land and resources. Such a model, however, would depend on 
reform of the land law to recognize communal land interests.

• The legal presumption that any land for which no definitive proof of other ownership 
exists is state land needs to be removed. Such a presumption undermines constitutional 
protection of private land rights because it effectively renders a large part of the 
population landless in the eyes of the law.

• In addition, the criteria for legally valid customary documents should incorporate 
recognition of bona fide community-based dispute resolution outcomes that are mutually 
agreed on by disputing parties and that do not undermine individual property rights under 
law, in particular, women’s property rights.

• Longitudinal studies should be commissioned assessing whether and what types of 
documentation help make land dispute resolutions more durable over time.
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